
$1,050 Cost of capital (financing) saved - Annually

Staff labor time saved - Annually

$12k Lead labor time saved - Annually

Saving during the first year alone

Saving every year after

 Correcting supply quantities are in place. At times we would have overstocking situations, as we were trying to
eliminate any urgent calls to RSC. 
Ensuring records were accurate. Through manual record keeping, errors and missing information could take
place – which were later entered on the computer. 
Eliminating any ‘shut-down’ of the laboratory. In order to count supplies, manually, 
Harvard’s vivarium  would stop activities for 40 minutes. 
Reducing unnecessary tasks in order to concentrate on vital ones.

Harvard Medical School’s vivarium lab was looking to become leaner. 
There were several requirements, but the goal was clear: cut costs, work accurately and more efficiently to enable
better resources usage on research – not materials management.
As a relatively smaller research facility, change could be implemented quickly and results
would be experienced rapidly. Identifying the improvement requirements were the first task. These included:

TRANSFORMED SUPPLY MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM AT HARVARD UNIVERSITY (FAS)

VIVARIUM LEADS TO SAVINGS OF
VALUABLE RESEARCH FUNDS

Actual Saving Per Supply Room

$21k One-time saving

The challenge

C A S E  S T U D Y

Harvard University (FAS) vivarium installs ReStock Tags - an automated 2
bin Kanban system, to manage inventory. The result: a lean management
system with full vendor control, reduced inventory levels and overall
waste, increased efficiency and accuracy.

$18k

$52,050

$31,050

“We’d rather take the research money and spend it on
research, not supplies. Right now, there is no dedicated
inventory personnel. Our expertise is in animal, and I
want people to be able to work at what they are best at –
and that’s not supply management. The solution has
been in place for weeks now. Before the ReStock Tag
was put in place, the supply room was overflowing with
supplies. Now everything is neat, organized, and in the
right quantities.”

Dawn Hidenfelter, 
Harvard Vivarium Manager



The first step was to identify the critical supplies and its main storage area. Once this was done, a digital tag was placed
on two bins full of the same stock (for example safety glasses, shoe covers, isolation covers, staff wear, paper bags, or
containers). While one bin is named primary (1), the other bin is named secondary (2). The lab’s staff uses supplies from
the primary bin. Once it’s used up, the staff presses on a button - sending a wireless message for a re-fill to NSC. Until
restock is provides, the staff moves supply from the secondary to primary bin and uses it. Availability status is available
on the digital tag’s main screen. Since the entire system is automated, and the data is connected to a cloud based
application, everyone has access to the system from any point. This includes the vendor’s mobile phone, or the
vivarium’s lab PC, or the logistics staff from a tablet.

Reduced inventory levels by one time 35%
Lower the number of restocking from three times to once a
week
Eliminated the need for 3 Harvard staff to handle materials
plus 1 vivarium supervisor. Today, only the
supplier is required to restock and manage the inventory.
0 restock emergency calls 
Accurate, real-time reports – containing usage / delivery /
requirements data
0 waste due to recording errors
Right-size inventory – no overstocks or understocks
No manual counting, ordering, recording.

The restocking responsibility has moved solely to the supply
vendor RSC. They have full access to the main supply room,
which they visit once a week and carry only the required inventory
without the need to overstock as they have done previously.

As a result, further vivarium labs are examining the ReStock Tag
and implementation possibilities at their facility – given the great
results.

The process

The results

“There is no need for me to visit frequently.
When we arrive, we know what supplies are
missing, and what’s in place. We can also
prep accordingly for winter and summer
requirements in advance. During the winter,
different supply requirements are in place like
leg covers. Now we don’t need to worry about
urgent supply calls, because the vivarium lab
doesn’t run out of supplies.”

James B. Raleigh 
CEO of RSC

“No one is in charge. There is a process
in place now. Users that take the last
items or box, hit the button, and the
system sends a request for more. On the
user side it’s very simple and the
learning curve was very short.”

Dawn Hidenfelter, 
Harvard Vivarium Manager


